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A NEW INSCRIPTION OF DARIUS FROM HAMADAN

In the town of Hamadan, there were discovered, a few years ago, two documents of high historical importance, a gold and a silver tablet, 7½ inches square, inscribed on the one side only with a trilingual, cuneiform inscription of Darius I, hitherto unknown.

The text of the two tablets is identical and runs:—

OP.
(1) daryv\textsuperscript{u}š . \textsuperscript{χ}σ\textsuperscript{ά}yx\textsuperscript{ι}ya . vzrk . \textsuperscript{χ}σ\textsuperscript{ά}yx\textsuperscript{ι}ya . \textsuperscript{χ}σ\textsuperscript{ά}yx\textsuperscript{ι}ynam . \textsuperscript{χ}σ\textsuperscript{ά}yx\textsuperscript{ι}ya . dhy(2)uvnam . v\textsuperscript{ί}st\textsuperscript{α}sp\textsuperscript{e}ya . pus\textsuperscript{'} . h\textsuperscript{α}m\textsuperscript{π}i(3)\textsuperscript{š}iy . sa\textsuperscript{š}iy . daryv\textsuperscript{u}š . \textsuperscript{χ}σ\textsuperscript{ά}yx\textsuperscript{ι}ya . im . \textsuperscript{χ}σ\textsuperscript{ά}xs\textsuperscript{m} (4) . ty . adm . daryamiy . h\textsuperscript{α} . skibiš . (5)\textsuperscript{ty}iy . pr . sugdm . amt . yata . a . k\textsuperscript{u}ša . h(6)\textsuperscript{č}a . hi\textsuperscript{d}uv . amt . yata . a . sp\textsuperscript{r}da . ty\textsuperscript{α}mi(7)y . a\textsuperscript{š}urm\textsuperscript{z}da . frabr . hy . m\textsuperscript{s}i\textsuperscript{š}t . bg\textsuperscript{a}n\textsuperscript{8} . am . mam . a\textsuperscript{š}urm\textsuperscript{z}da . pat\textsuperscript{š}uv . utamiy . vi\textsuperscript{š}m.

Elam.
(1) ta\textsuperscript{-ri}-ya-v\textsuperscript{e}-o\textsuperscript{š} \textsuperscript{ρ}čnk\textsuperscript{k} ik\textsuperscript{-š}a-ra \textsuperscript{ρ}čnk\textsuperscript{k} ik\textsuperscript{-š}a-p\textsuperscript{n}a \textsuperscript{ρ}čnk\textsuperscript{k} ik\textsuperscript{-š}a-t\textsuperscript{a}-

hu\textsuperscript{-š}(2)-pe\textsuperscript{-na} \textsuperscript{ρ}vi\textsuperscript{-š}ta-as-p\textsuperscript{a} \textsuperscript{ρ}ša-ak-ri \textsuperscript{ρ}ha-ka-man-ni-t\textsuperscript{-š}-si-ya (3) \textsuperscript{ρ}ta-\textsuperscript{-ri}-

ya-v\textsuperscript{e}-o\textsuperscript{š} \textsuperscript{ρ}čnk\textsuperscript{k} ik\textsuperscript{-š}a-an-ri \textsuperscript{ρ}čnk\textsuperscript{k} ik\textsuperscript{-š}m-me ap-p\textsuperscript{o} \textsuperscript{ρ}u (4) mar-r\textsuperscript{-ri}-ra \textsuperscript{ρ}ša-ak-

ka-pe ik-ki-mar \textsuperscript{ρ}ak-ka-pe \textsuperscript{š}u\textsuperscript{-š}k-ta (5) mi\textsuperscript{-š}tu-ma ku\textsuperscript{-š} ku\textsuperscript{-š}a-\textsuperscript{-š}ya hi\textsuperscript{-š}tu\textsuperscript{-š}mar ku\textsuperscript{-š} is (6) -par-ta ap-p\textsuperscript{o} \textsuperscript{ρ}o-\textsuperscript{-ra}-\textsuperscript{š}ma\textsuperscript{-š}ta \textsuperscript{ρ}u tu-ni\textsuperscript{-š}ta ak-

ka ik\textsuperscript{-š}a-ra \textsuperscript{š}na\textsuperscript{-š} (7) ap-p\textsuperscript{-š}an\textsuperscript{-š}na \textsuperscript{ρ}o-\textsuperscript{-ra}-\textsuperscript{š}ma\textsuperscript{-š}ta un ni\textsuperscript{-š}-ke\textsuperscript{-š}-ne ku\textsuperscript{-š}t-ta

'Bab.
(1) da-a-ri-ya-vu\textsuperscript{s} šarr ru\textsuperscript{b}a\textsuperscript{a} šarr šarr\textsuperscript{š}a-m\textsuperscript{š}a-t\textsuperscript{a}(2) apa\textsuperscript{ρ}uš-

ta-as-p\textsuperscript{a} \textsuperscript{ρ}a-\textsuperscript{-š}ma-ni\textsuperscript{-š}ši-\textsuperscript{-š}a \textsuperscript{ρ}a-da-\textsuperscript{-ri}-ya-vu\textsuperscript{s} (3) šarr ru i-ga\textsuperscript{b} bi šarru-u-tu a-ga-a-ta ša an\textsuperscript{-š}a-ku aš\textsuperscript{š}t ul-la-X (4) ul\textsuperscript{-š}tu mat\textsuperscript{-š}mi\textsuperscript{r} ri ša ni\textsuperscript{-š}b\textsuperscript{š}t\textsuperscript{u-

ug-du (5) a-di\textsuperscript{-š}m\textsuperscript{k}u\textsuperscript{-š}u ul\textsuperscript{-š}tu mat\textsuperscript{-š}in\textsuperscript{-š}u a-di\textsuperscript{-š}i (6) mat\textsuperscript{-š}sa-par\textsuperscript{-š}da ša

a-hu-ra-ma-az-d\textsuperscript{-š}a id-[dan-nu] (7) ša ra\textsuperscript{-š}bu\textsuperscript{-š}u al-la il\textsuperscript{-š}ni\textsuperscript{-š} a-hu-ra-ma-

az-[d-a\textsuperscript{-š}a] (8) ana\textsuperscript{-š}ku li\textsuperscript{-š}šur-an\textsuperscript{-š}ni it-ti il\textsuperscript{-š}ni\textsuperscript{-š} a-na bi\textsuperscript{-š}-ti\textsuperscript{-š}ya.

Transl.
"Darius, the great king, the king of kings, the king of countries, the son of Vishtaspa, the Achaemenid. (Thus) saith Darius the king: This
(is) the empire that I possess, from the Šaka who are beyond Sugš as far as the Kūsh, from the Hindū as far as Sparda, which Ahuramazda has granted unto me, who is the greatest of gods. May Ahuramazda protect me and my house!"

I have shortly explained the historical, archaeological, and philological importance of this inscription in the "Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1926, 42." I Here I want to draw attention only to a few facts pertinent to the ancient history of India.

But, first, a word about the date of the inscription. Darius took over the Achaemenid empire after the death of Cambyses in 521 B.C., in a state of complete disintegration. He restored it, as he repeatedly says in the Behistūn inscription, in the course of only one year. As far as we are now able to understand the history of that period, all the nine serious rebellions were crushed about the end of the year 520 B.C.

In the new inscription the king indicates the utmost limits of that empire, from N.-E., the Šaka or Scythia, to S.-W., the Kūsh or Aethiopia, and from S.-E., the Hindū or Sind, to N.-W., Sparda or the satrapy of Sardis. This last point clearly shows that the inscription must be older than the famous expedition against the Balkan and European Scyths. The date of this expedition is not exactly established, but it must have been commenced by the year 515 B.C. Hence, our inscription is dated between the narrow limits of 520 and 515 B.C. The Behistūn inscription, naturally, must have been executed immediately after the suppression of the rebellions, say in the course of the year 519 B.C. Accordingly, in the list of the lands that form part of the empire at that moment, we find in that inscription, two Indian nations, the Gandāra and the Thatagush, but the Hindū, Sind, are missing. The conquest of India was later than the Behistūn inscription. We know that Darius passed the year 517 in Egypt, and that this and the following year saw the establishment of Persian rule in other African countries. Since the new inscription, as well as the foundation inscription of the terrace of Persepolis, both mention the Hindū, but not yet the European Scyths, and since the years 517 to 515 are fully occupied, the conquest of Sind is limited to the years 519 and 518. There are two facts that link together the conquest of Sind and the expedition to Egypt: the exploration of the Indus river and the Persian coast by the admiral Skylax of Karyanda, and the opening of the Suez Canal by Darius: the great king wished to open new roads for the trade of his world-wide empire. Consequently, our inscription, as it mentions the Hindū but not the European Scyths, is dated between the end of 518 and that of 515; and the inscription of the terrace of Persepolis, which is in accord with the new inscription, but mentions Egypt, is probably to be fixed in the year 516 B.C.

The inscription of the tomb of Darius at Naqš-i-Rustam must have been executed approximately about the time of his death, in 486-5. Among its sculptures and among several other sculptures at Persepolis, we find the repre-

---

sentation of the three nations that I have called "Indian." All the three are identical: they are naked but for a loin cloth and a sort of turban on their heads, and their weapon is a long, broad sword, hanging by a strap from the shoulder. As a matter of fact, the climate of the plateau of Eastern Iran does not permit, and never permitted so primitive a clothing: these three nations were inhabitants of the lowlands of India. The habitat of the Gandāra is well known: the valley of the Kabul river to its junction with the Indus as well as the Swat region and the country around Taxila. The Hindū are not less exactly fixed: they are the people of Sind, Indian s corresponding to Persian š. There remain the Thatagush. Their name is written in OP. satagūš, in Bab. sattagū, in Elam. sottakūš. Herodotus, the only occidental author who mentions them, has Στατάγιος. The ơ represents short ū, and if we are allowed to consider the reduplication of the t in the foreign renderings of the name (OP. does not express reduplication in script) as of no importance, and the θ in the Greek form of the name as a Greek substitution, the OP. word would signify "having hundred heads of cattle." But the name is Indian as well as Persian, with the same meaning: satagar- and, as all the foreign renderings have the s in the beginning, we may consider the ơ of the OP. form as an Iranization of the originally Indian name. The Gandāra country and Sind being occupied, we are compelled to localize the Šatagush between them, in the Panjāb. Sind is the new conquest of Darius, but Gandāra and Šatagush are mentioned by him as forming part of the empire as he inherited it, and, therefore, belong already to the conquests of Cyrus the Great. The Panjāb, hence, was Persian from the middle of the VIth century onward.

The three inscriptions, Behistūn, Hamadān and Persepolis, agree in naming only one nation Saka. And the very remarkable new fact in our inscription is, that it exactly fixes the habitat of these Saka: "beyond Soghd." The expression is a counterpart of the Gr. Transoxiana, and Arab مワーّناوهر "beyond the river," i.e., the Oxus or Amu Darya. But "para-Sugdian" is still further: the capital of Soghd is, and has always been Samarkand. The plains on both banks of the Oxus or Amu Darya are Balkh, and the old Achaemenian satrapy of Bactria or Balkh included Sogdiana or Soghd, i.e., the fertile valley of the Zarafshan river as far as the banks of the Syr Darya or Jaxartes. Para-Sugda could be translated by Transoxiana, and signifies the vast plains of the Syr-Darya, of which the modern capital is the town of Turkestan, and in which are situated Tashkend, in the centre, Khokand and Uzkend in the upper part. The upper part of the valley still retains its very old name Farghāna.

The inhabitants of this part of the world, the Saka, were, like the Gandāra and Šatagush, not newly conquered by Darius, but inherited by him with the empire, and belong to the conquests of Cyrus the Great. Somewhere in the Farghāna region he had founded the town of Kyreschate, and in the same region we must look for the "farthest Alexandria". All this becomes perfectly clear, once we know the exact home of the Saka.
Fresh light, too, is thrown on the quotation from Hellanicus, handed down to us by Stephan of Byzanz, "Ἀμύργιον πεδίον Σακῶν "the Amyrgian plain of the Saka," viz., the plains of the Jaxartes.

The later inscription on the tomb of Darius, which reflects the changes in the extent of his empire and in the organization of its administration, also divides the single Saka people into two nations or tribes, distinguished by appositions, viz., (1) the Saka tigrakhaudā, (2) the Saka Haumnavarkā. It mentions, at the same time, the European Scyths under the name Saka tara-diāga, the "Saka beyond the Sea," viz., the Black Sea. In the well-known list of satrapies, Herodotus mentions only one of these two Sakas of the tomb-inscription, namely, the tigrakhaudā, under the name Ὄρθοκορυφάντασι. This is the Greek rendering of tigrakhaudā meaning "with pointed caps," the Bab. version translating the name by ša karballātēsənu rapā, "whose caps are pointed," karballātē, being the plural to a singular *karbašt, itself a loan-word, apparently from the OP. In the Greek name Ὅρθο replaces OP. arda- "high," instead of tigr-, "pointed," and korbozv- is but an assimilation to Gr. κορμώπαντας of the same OP. word which furnished Bab. *karbašt, and Gr. κορυφάς or cock’s-comb. This is a most fitting expression for that kind of cap, if its point hangs down, as the sculptures show. In the description of Xerxes’ army, Herodotus speaks of the Σάκας who wear "stiff caps rising to a point," and he adds "these that are Scythians, the Persians call Ἀμύργιοι Σάκας." This phrase clearly shows that he did not distinguish between the Tigrakhaudā (or his Orthokorybantii) and the Haumnavarkā (or Amyrgii). To him, or to the document he used in the description of the army, they are both identical, just as the OP. inscription of Naqsh-i-Rustam simply adds two distinguishing epithets to the single name Saka of the other three inscriptions. When Herodotus also says “for the Persians call all the Scyths Saka,” he is quite right. The name Scyth is a Greek designation only. The Greeks called all the Saka after the name of the first Saka tribe that entered their horizon at a very early period, viz., that tribe which the Assyrians call Iskuza and the Bible *Iskūz (the emended reading of orig. Ashkenáz, and which in Greek became Σκύθας. The Greek θ in comparison with Assyr. and Hebr. מ, makes it clear that in the OP. name there was a č...and we must derive from the two renderings the original name of that Saka tribe *Skūç. Another example of Gr. θ for OP. č we shall meet with anon.

Section 74 of the Behistūn inscription, a later addition to the origina text, speaks of an expedition by Darius against the Saka. The mutilated paragraph mentions the Tigris, then the sea, the crossing of water, and the capture of a chief Skunkha. It has been long a matter of discussion whether this expedition referred to Darius’ campaign against the European Scyths or not. A strong argument against the identification has always been the circumstance that the chief Skunkha, in the sculptures, is represented with a tremendous stiff and pointed cap: the prototype of a Saka Tigrakhaudā. This conclusion does not, however, hold good. The European Scyths,
as represented on the tomb of Darius and on some of the Persepolitan sculptures, wear exactly the same pointed cap as the Tigrakhaudâ do. I feel convinced, therefore, that Section 74 refers to the famous expedition to Europe.

The dress of all those Saka tribes is one and the same. They wear a long overcoat, cut exactly like a modern morning dress, lined with fur, long, and rather wide trousers with coverings for the feet made of the same piece of stuff, and a cap with protecting ear and cheek pieces, extremely pointed in the case of the European and Tigrakhaudâ Saka, much less in the case of the Haumavârka. When the point hangs over, it resembles a cock's-comb. Their weapon is in all three cases a large dagger, suspended in a sheath by straps from the waist, of the same type as the marvellous gold sheath among the objects of the Oxus treasure in the British Museum. This Scythian dress of circ. 500 B.C. was one specially fitted for a very cold country. The dress worn by the Khwârazmians and Sogdians is very similar to it. The similarity of the dress of the three Saka tribes points clearly to the contiguity of their lands, as the dress of the Gandhâra, Satagush and Hindû does, as well as that of the Khwârazmians and Sogdians.

A careful study of the Achaemenid inscriptions reveals the fact that at the beginning of Darius' reign, Iran proper and the eastern parts were divided into a small number of vast satrapies only. We have (1) Media comprising Assyria proper and Armenia, i.e., the entire old Median empire; (2) Pars, including Kirman and Lâristân and perhaps Isfâlan; (3) Parthava, including Hyrcania, Marw, Herât, mod. Kûhistân and Sistân; (4) Arachosia, comprising all the lands south of the Hindukush except the Makiân coast; (5) Bactria with Sogdiana; and lastly (6) Khwârism. This is beyond doubt, and it is proved by the inscription, for, after relating what had been done in Marw, Darius says: "this is what has been done in Parthava." Hence, Marw belonged to Parthava; just as, after the execution of the Sagartian rebel at Arbela, the king says: "this is what has been done in Media." from which it may be inferred that Assyria proper belonged to Media, etc. The changes during the reign of Darius are, as far as we can ascertain, only the separation of Kirmân from Pars, and the joining of Sistân (old Zrang) with Arachosia (Harah'atî). I may mention here, in parenthesis, that the name Harah'atî of the inscriptions (Ind. Sarasvatî) is replaced in Herodotus' lists (i.e., in material taken from Persian sources) by Θομανος. (Her. III 93), probably identical with Thoma. (III, 117).

The first is the geographical name of the country, the other is the ethnographical one. Exactly the same duplication has caused so much uncertainty regarding the almost mythical, primitive home of the Iranians, Ènârêj. It is the ethnographical name, meaning "the vast plains of the Aryans," and replaces in the religious literature the geographical, official name Khwârism, meaning "the land rich in nourishment." The ethnographical name of Arachosia, Thomâna, in which, once more, Gr. ð stands for OP. ç, survives to the present day in the name of the district Chaman, near Kandahar;
Gundosfarreia, the old capital of Arachosia, took the form of Rakhevat in Pahlavi, and of ar-Rukkkhay in Arabic.

Herodotus mentions the Saka “that wore stiff caps rising to a point,” as identical with the Amyrgian Saka in his description of the famous review of Xerxes’ army at Doriscus, the “catalogue of troops,” and the Orthokorybantii, together with the Προκάνα as belonging to one and the same satrapy, in his list of Persian satrapies. At both places Herodotus made use of written sources, and of the best ones, the description of the army going back to the notes of an eye-witness, the list of satrapies to a Persian document translated into Greek, but rearranged. The deficiencies of that list of satrapies have long since been recognized, but seldom, if ever, have the necessary consequences been drawn therefrom. First: the satrapies of Iran are not distinguished by the same numbers as Herodotus gives them. The Persian original began, there is no question, exactly as the list of the inscriptions does with Pars, Media and Susiana. Herodotus’ list, on the other hand, began with Ionia. That change in the original order of the document, already undertaken by the literary predecessor of Herodotus, has been the main reason of its mutilation. Then, we may recognize, from the two different formulæ used in the list, that the authority drawn on by Herodotus had filled up the gaps in his original from a second document: and, lastly, Herodotus may have added or left out some points from his own knowledge of the matter. The whole problem is too complicated to be dealt with here. It is enough to insist upon the fact, that neither the Orthokorybantii, nor the Amyrgii and Parikanii, ever belonged to the satrapy of Media, i.e., Herodotus’ VIIth satrapy. Media was the IIInd satrapy, but neither are the Median tribes, known to Herodotus in his description of Media, found in the official OP. document; nor does Herodotus in his description of Media say anything about the Saka there. But the fact that they appeared in that OP. document proves that they were not only tributaries, but formed a satrapy and an integral part of the empire. Where that satrapy was, is revealed by the Hamadan inscription, it was “para-Sugdam,” i.e., Transiaxartiana, or modern Farghana. Hence, the Paricanii of Herodotus are quite in their place: the intervening form of the name, between the OP. and the modern form, is found in the Bundeshishn (Ir. Bd. fol. 45 ult.), written Parchan, equivalent to the Farghana of the early Arab authors.

There were, no doubt, other Saka tribes, beside the European Scyths, the Tigrykhandai, Haumavarka and Paricanii, although the OP. inscriptions mention only two in the East, and one in the West, and although the document that was the original source of Herodotus’ list also mentions but three tribes. We know, e.g., of the Massagetæ, the Alani, the Dhaæ, the Parni, etc. But we have no right to assume that any of the Saka tribes were dwelling in a region south of a line that connects, approximately at the 42nd or 43rd degree of latitude, the Aral and the Caspian Seas. For, Khwârizm was a satrapy inhabited by a different nation, and Hyrkania formed part of the satrapy of Parthava, still more distinct from the Saka. But the vast extent of lands from the mouth of the Danube, over southern Russia, the northern
part of the Caspian, of the Aral and the Jaxartes plains were inhabited by Saka.

And that is exactly the region where they were met with later on by Alexander the Great, and where the first Chinese Authorities refer to them as living about the middle of the second century B.C., shortly before they begin their wanderings, which brought the same Tigrakhaudā and Haumavarkā from Farghāna down to the S.-E. of the Iranian plateau. There, the modern name of the small province of Sistān, the Achæmenian Zrang, still conserving the old name Zrang officially in the Sasanian inscription of Persepolis, dated in the year 48 of Shāhpuhr II, i.e., 357 A.D., is but a remnant of the name of the large empire that the Saka founded, and which extended from Sistān as far as Mālwā and close to the port of Bombay, the Sakastāna of the Mathurā Lion-capital inscription.
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Saka tārādrīya, ‘The Saka beyond the Sea’ ............... 34, 4
Saka tigrakhaudā, ‘the Sakas with pointed caps’ .... 34, 4, 5
Sakai (Sakas) ...................................................... 34, 4
Sakastāna .......................................................... 34, 7
Samarkand, capital of Soghd ................................ 34, 3
Scythia (Saka) ..................................................... 34, 2
Shāhpuhr II, inscription of ................................... 34, 7
Sind, conquest of ............................................... 34, 2
— Same as ‘Hindā’ of Darius’ inscription ................ 34, 3
Sistān .............................................................. 34, 5, 7
Skythai (Sakas) .................................................. 34, 4
Sogdians, dress of .............................................. 34, 5
Soghd (Sogdiana) ............................................... 34, 3
Skunkha, a chief captured by Darius ....................... 34, 4
Skylax of Karyanda ........................................... 34, 2
Spardā, Satrapy of Sardis ..................................... 34, 2
Stephan of Byzanz .............................................. 34, 4
Sugd (see ‘Soghd’) ............................................. 34, 2
Syr Darya (Jaxartes) ........................................... 34, 3
Thatagush (Satagush), an Indian nation, mentioned in Darius’ inscription 34, 2, 3, 5
— Localization of .............................................. 34, 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tigrakhaudā, a Saka tribe</td>
<td>34, 4, 5, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transiaxartiāna (Para-Sugda), modern Farghāna</td>
<td>34, 3, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transxartiāna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishtāspa, the Achaemenid</td>
<td>34, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarafshan river</td>
<td>34, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zrang, old name of Sistān</td>
<td>34, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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